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Why?
• Questionable RRfW

decisions
– e.g. REE mining / low-C tech 

system: pollution?
– EU waste recycling system: 

social, environmental impacts 
of resultant (legal, illegal) 
exports?

• Inadequate system analysis 
tools e.g. 
– Dogma (waste hierarchy, zero 

waste, circular economy…)
– Single dimension (LCA, EU 

recycling targets) or focus
(MFA/Sankey diagrams)

– End-of-pipe approach

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_waste_in_Guiyu; http://www.mrw.co.uk/news/review-of-roc-bands-causes-drax-to-delay-biomass-plans/8604313.article; 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/may/10/mixed-plastics-recycling-new-plant; https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/rare-earth-mining-
china-social-environmental-costs

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_waste_in_Guiyu
http://www.mrw.co.uk/news/review-of-roc-bands-causes-drax-to-delay-biomass-plans/8604313.article
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/may/10/mixed-plastics-recycling-new-plant
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/rare-earth-mining-china-social-environmental-costs


Why CVORR?

A novel approach that 
examines how complex 
value is created, destroyed 
and distributed in resource 
recovery from waste 
(RRfW) systems, in order to 
understand where 
interventions are needed in 
resource recovery systems.

Complex value: positive and negative changes in environmental, 
economic, social and technical domains of value



Extraction Production Management

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM

Gain insights on how preserve resources and recover their value,

Use/Disposal

CVORR: The basics
STEP 1: Understand the initial system and the “physical” flows using 
material flow analysis (MFA), stocks & flows modelling…

and identify the actors involved.



Extraction Production Management

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM

Use/Disposal

CVORR: The basics
STEP 2: attach multi-dimensional “values” to the flows: metrics
Capitalising on the strengths of existing approaches, e.g. LCA, CBA, 
value chain analysis, qualitative analyses.

Political, legal and 
institutional



In the human environment In the modelling environment

TYPOLOGY

Conserved Not conserved

Attached only to 
mass-flows

Attached to mass-
and non-mass-

flows

Endogenous values Exogenous values

Transfer
coefficients

determined by 
physics

Transfer 
coefficients 

determined by 
accounting

CVORR: The modelling prelude



Typology of values characteristics in the modelling environment

CVORR: The modelling prelude



Extraction Production Management

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM

Use/Disposal

CVORR: The basics
STEP 3: examine time-dependence, value creation/destruction, and 
model sensitivities

Using multi-criteria analysis, 
expert elicitation, hierarchical 
modelling…





Case study 1: Concrete – Electricity system

• Concrete uses waste 
from coal-burning (PFA) 
to reduce its nominal CO2

emissions

• Decarbonising electricity 
(biomass) reduces PFA 
quantity and quality

• Four scenarios: high or 
low eCO2 biomass; more 
cement or ash imports

• Net effects –
environmental, social, 
economic, technical?
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Technical value of UK fly ash

High
Medium
Low

Potential PFA 
imports

CO2 – reduced electricity emissions offset 
increased concrete emissions; but only for 
low eCO2 biomass and if PFA allocated zero 
eCO2 especially for imports: politics

Fatalities – dominated by air pollution 
issues although share nominally increased 
by imports of ash from e.g. Turkey with 
lower H&S standards: politics

UK Profits – fall under all scenarios as ash 
disposal costs and fuel fees rise, plus 
import costs

Ash value – shortages under all scenarios = 
imports and/or increased cement 
production: do imports drive behaviour in 
the background system?: politics



• Expand system 
boundaries –
steel production 
(GGBS)

• Decarbonisation 
strategy for 
construction 
won’t work

• Encourage high-
CO2 behaviours 
in other 
countries via 
imports of PFA, 
GGBS



Design changes: 
Light-weighting (risks 
rewarding unrecyclables)
increase recycled content 
(sources of secondary 
materials)

Collection changes: 
Greater consistency & 
efficiency (limits of 
reprocessing capacity)
Better labelling (public 
engagement)

Reprocessing 
changes: 

Fiscal support 
(cost of RP > value 

of materials)

Could be: 0.3 Mt (16%) Reprocessing
Compared with a stated recycling rate 

of 24%

Could be: 0.3 
Mt (15%) 
Exports

Could be: 0.7 
Mt (39%) 
Collection

Case study 2: Plastic packaging in England



Case study 3: CDW - structural components
A far more complex system – assessment requires understanding of components 
properties over time: TYPOLOGY



Case study 3: CDW - structural components
A far more complex system – assessment requires understanding of components 
properties over time: TYPOLOGY



• Consider the trade-offs and those affected, or 
interventions will be driven by narrow interests. 

• Multi-dimensional valuation is critical for net-positive 
environmental, economic, social and technical decision-
making.

• The viability of any intervention in RRfW systems requires 
a proper assessment of the provisioning system in place to 
support it.

• Reinventing the relationship between the public, 
government and businesses, and understanding the 
complexity of a resource recovery problem are key to 
building demand for a circular economy.

Conclusions & Policy messages


